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Efficient liquidity management: 
unlocking a company’s cash
With the credit crunch making borrowing difficult, companies need to ensure they have access to 
as much of their cash as possible, when they need it. Efficient liquidity management is essential. 
Euromoney’s 2008 survey looks at the state of the market.  By Jack and Wolfi Large

The importance of efficient liquidity management cannot be overesti-

mated. Its purpose is to unlock cash trapped within a company, to make 

the most profitable use of all available cash and to minimize the cost of 

funding.  It is vital for companies to free up as much cash as possible to 

avoid borrowing, particularly in today’s credit-crunch market. 

The main processes involved, such as developing an overall policy, 

ensuring the visibility of the company’s cash held in bank accounts and 

in the group worldwide, forecasting cash flows, setting and manag-

ing terms of trade, concentrating and pooling the cash, optimizing 

investments and minimizing funding, are easy to define.  But liquidity 

management is not a simple mechanical process.  Fortunately, the 

processes are becoming easier as fiscal authorities around the world 

relax restrictions on the movement of cash and a growing range of au-

tomated systems and services are now available.  However, other factors 

such as company culture, legal and tax structures and company busi-

ness practices also have a bearing.  Liquidity management is complex, 

efficient liquidity management more an art than a science.

In most multinational companies liquidity management now stretches 

way beyond in-country cash management with the centralization of 

finance functions in regional multi-currency liquidity management cen-

tres, such as the evolution of European liquidity management described 

in Figure 1.  But it has not stopped there.  An increasing number of 

companies manage liquidity on a global basis.  Unlocking the cash held 

both within the company and also in countries where the regulatory 

environment allows little or no movement of funds is now increasingly 

carried out on a regional or global basis.

Bengt Elvinsson,  assistant treasurer 

of global operations at Corning Treas-

ury Services, believes the objective of 

liquidity management is, “To efficiently 

meet the corporation’s cash outflow 

requirements when and where they are 

needed.” He also stresses the wide range 

of activities that liquidity management 

covers, “including short-, medium- and 

long-term funding aspects, priorities 

for investments, maintaining negative 

debt (cash exceeding debt), managing 

material impacts from adverse business 

conditions and regularly reviewing the 

convertibility of non-cash assets.” 

Andrew Foulkes,  group treasurer at 

Linpac Group, focuses on obtaining full 

visibility of the company’s cash positions, 

“For Linpac, liquidity management means 

knowing exactly what cash and short-

term facilities we have in what currency 

anywhere in the world. More importantly, 

though, it’s about knowing what cash 

and facilities we will have in the coming 

weeks and months so that we can act 

to cover deficits and invest surpluses 

efficiently.”  

Steve Harper,  VP and corporate treasurer 

at Flexitronics, emphasizes the need for au-

tomation and the vital role of liquidity man-

agement in financial supply chain efficiency 

and company survival, “In an environment 

where the treasurer has become an educa-

tor and supply chain manager, efficient 

liquidity management is a must, since it 

cannot command the time and attention it 

once did. Having sufficient cash availability 

for global operations requires global cash 

consolidation via cash pooling and active 

debt management. In tough credit markets, 

working capital management determines 

whether or not companies will survive.”

Views of three corporate treasurers on liquidity management

Finance functions to 
be cenralized

Multi-currency cash balances

Money market and FX 
operations in all currencies

EUR cash balances

Money market operations in EUR

EUR cash pooling

Intercompany loans

FX and interest rate 
risk management

Long term funding
In-country cash 

management

Arm’s length 
treasury

Euro treasury 
centre

Multi-currency 
treasury centre

Centralization

Figure 1:  Evolution of European liquidity management 

Source:  RBS Global Treasury & Investment Management



The move to regional or global liquidity management has been hap-

pening slowly over the past decade. No fundamentally new techniques 

or processes have been developed.  Most of the so-called new develop-

ments are just part of the general trend to:

l Centralize liquidity management in all companies regardless of size, 

industry and location

l Improve controls and processes for Sarbanes-Oxley compliance

l Provide just-in-time financing and cash flow management with 

intra-day reporting and later cut-off times

l Increase mobility of cash – for example, sweeping with and against 

the sun, as shown in Figure 2

l Enable smaller companies to adopt the liquidity management 

practices of multinationals. 

But there is more talk than action.  ABN Amro’s liquidity management 

survey on gtnews last year, for example, showed that, although 49% of 

the responding companies claimed to have centralized liquidity glo-

bally, only 13% actually concentrated their cash balances globally.

All companies seem to agree that the most efficient solution is having 

all their liquidity management, their payment processing, sweeping, 

multi-currency cash pooling and investing/funding management with 

a single bank group or as few as is strategically possible.  But this is the 

one thing most companies cannot achieve because of their infra-

structure, the dynamics of their business, their credit lines, the lack of 

technologies and systems, and the regulatory environments in many 

countries where they do business.

The provision of a fully operational efficient liquidity management 

solution requires combining all a bank’s cash and treasury manage-

ment services. It is not enough for a bank to provide cash concentration 

and pooling services or excellent payment and collection services.  It is 

perhaps the ultimate test of what a bank is capable of providing for its 

corporate clients.

Already it is clear that the basic activities and efficiencies in liquid-

ity management are driving liquidity in the larger corporates to the 

larger regional banks, and in the long term will drive them to the glo-

bal banks. Local banks will hold less and less of their large corporate 

clients’ liquidity and processing.

Survey results
Seventeen banks participated in Euromoney’s 2008 Liquidity Manage-

ment Survey, including all the global network banks and other major 

banks around the world: BBVA, BNP Paribas, Bank of America, Citibank, 

Commerzbank, Deutsche Bank, Fortis Bank, HSBC, ING,  

J.P. Morgan Chase Bank, Lloyds TSB, Royal Bank of Scotland, Santander, 

SEB, Société Génerale, Standard Chartered Bank and UniCredit Group.  

Each bank completed a questionnaire covering its cash position report-

ing services, supplier finance services, liquidity management infra-

structure, sweeping and cash pooling services, automated investment 

and funding services and their liquidity management support. Their 

responses are given in Table 1 (overleaf ). 

The questionnaire was developed with banks and companies 

around the world and is based around the basic functions and 

realities of liquidity management.  The questions were designed to 

show, where possible, the differences between the banks’ liquidity 

management services.

Cash position visibility and forecasting
It is vital to obtain full visibility of all the company’s cash and forecast its 

cashflows.  Unless this can be achieved liquidity management will be far 

less efficient than it could be and could prove very costly.  Increasingly 

companies are demanding real-time or near real-time reporting of bank 

account balances and transactions in a format they can use within the 

company’s ERP and accounting systems.

The survey shows that all the participating banks provide intra-day 

reporting of transactions from their own bank branches.  What varies is 

country coverage, which ranges from two to 101.  All the banks accept 

and process third party/other banks’ intra-day transactions.

All provide end-of-day reports on bank account balances and transac-

tions with country coverage varying from nine to 101 countries.  Five of 

the banks do not provide intra-day transactions from all the countries 

for which they provide end-of-day reports. 

Only eight of the participating banks offer a report monitoring and 

chasing service, which monitor whether other banks have reported ex-

pected bank account and transaction data and chase it if they have not. �
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Follow the sun sweep

Against the sun sweep

Figure 2:  Sweeping with and against sun

Source:   Citi



Euromoney Magazine 2008 Liquidity Management Survey

Source: Liquidity management banks. Copyright ©2008 J&W Associates

Bank Name BBVA BNP Paribas Bank of America Citibank NA Commerzbank AG Deutsche Bank Fortis Bank HSBC ING JPMorgan Chase 
Bank, NA

Lloyds TSB  
Corporate Markets

Royal Bank of 
Scotland

SANTANDER SEB SOCIETE GENERALE Standard  
Chartered Bank

UniCredit Group

Cash Position Reporting

Intra-day reporting of transactions:  No. of own bank branch  
countries reporting

2 27 24 101 6 28 15 70 22 38 6 52 8 15 16 48 16

Accept/process 3rd party banks’ 
transactions

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

End Of Day Reports: No. of own bank branch  
countries reporting

9 49 24 101 6 28 19 70 22 38 6 52 17 15 50 48 19

3rd party report monitoring & 
chasing service

No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes No No No

Supplier Financing Service

Provided by bank: Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

No. of live buyers on service: 21+ 21+ <=5 21+ 6-10 16-20 21+ 11-15 <=5 21+ 21+ 21+ 16-20 21+ 21+

Liquidity Management Infrastructure

Global Cash Pooling Platform No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Local Cash Pooling Platforms Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sweeping and Pooling Services

Header/Master Account Locations

Single Currency Pool: In 9 countries More than 20 
countries

29 Countries 74 countries globally B,NL,UK,F,E,I,SK,CZ,HU 39 countries Any European entity 24 countries All Europe Where Local 
Regulations Allow

Principally UK/LTSB 37 countries Europe and Latin 
America

All sites where legally 
OK

In 15 countries 48 At any member bank

Multi-Currency Notional Pool 
(No. locations & currencies):

Asia-Pacific: 2 locations;  9 
currencies

2 locations;  2 
currencies

4 locations;  7 
currencies

5 locations;  23 
currencies

14 locations;  27 
currencies

8 locations;  50 
currencies

Europe: 15 locations;  50 
currencies

1 location;  12 
currencies

1 location;  23 
currencies

9 locations;  9 
currencies

5 locations;  13 
currencies

18 locations;  20 
currencies

5 locations;  50 
currencies

11 locations;  5 
currencies

9 locations;  27 
currencies

2 locations;  37 
currencies

2 locations;  28 
currencies

7 locations;  19 
currencies

10 locations;  50 
currencies

2 locations;  50 
currencies

5 locations;  4 
currencies

Latin America: 2 locations;  3 
currencies

NAFTA: 1 location;  50 
currencies

1 location;  20 
currencies

1 location;  2 
currencies

2 locations;  2 
currencies

2 locations;  50 
currencies

1 location;  50 
currencies

Middle East & Africa: 9 locations;  50 
currencies

Sweeping Between Own Branches

End Of Day Sweep Cut-Off Times USD - earliest/latest GMT: USD-18:00/23:59 USD-07:00/23:00 USD-10:00/21:00 USD-07:00/23:59 USD-13:00/16:45 USD-17:00/19:00 USD-16:30/16:30 USD-00.00/23:59 USD-18:00/23:59 USD-10:00/23:59 USD-15:00/17:00 USD-00:00/23:590 USD-07:00/14:00 USD-07:12/18:00 USD-23:59/23:59 USD-00:00/23:59 USD-09:00/17:00

EUR - earliest/latest GMT: EUR-18:00/23:59 EUR-07:00/23:00 EUR-15:30/15:30 EUR-07:00/23:59 EUR-20:10/21:00 EUR-17:00/19:00 EUR-16:15/16:15 EUR-16.00/24.00 EUR-18:00/23:59 EUR-10:00/22:00 EUR-11:45/11:45 EUR-00:00/23:59 EUR-07:00/14:00 EUR-09:30/18:00 EUR-23:59/23:59 EUR-00:00/16:30 EUR-09:00/17:00

Overnight return sweeps Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No

Intra-day sweeps (No. of countries) Intra-region: 2 20 39 33 27 15 20 21 38 35 7 10 14 48 16

Inter-region: 39 33 8 7 0 38 35 9 10 16 48

How sweeps triggered: By Time By Balance &/Or Time By Transaction By Time By Time By Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time

Target Balance End Of Day 
Sweeps (No. of countries)

Intra-region: 2 22 20 26 33 27 17 3 21 38 6 21 7 13 15 48 16

Inter-region: 20 4 26 33 9 3 0 38 21 11 13 15 48

Multi-Bank Sweeping

No. of existing MT 101 agreements: 51-100 101+ >20 101+ 101+ 51-100 51-100 101+ 101+ 101+ 101+ 101+ 51-100 51-100 101+ 101+ 101+

End Of Day Sweep Cut-Off Times USD - earliest/latest GMT: USD-18:00/23:59 USD-08:00/18:00 USD-17:00/21:00 USD-08:00/19:00 USD-11:30/11:30 USD-08:00/15:00 USD-16:30/16:30 USD-00:00/15.00 USD-18:00/23:59 USD-01:00/20:30 USD-16:00/17:00 USD-00:00/22:00 USD-07:00/14:00 USD-07:12/16:00 USD-17:00/17:00 USD-00:00/17:00 USD-09:00/17:00

EUR - earliest/latest GMT: EUR-18:00/23:59 EUR-08:00/18:00 EUR-15:30/15:30 EUR-08:00/16:00 EUR-14:00/14:00 EUR-08:00/15:00 EUR-16:15/16:15 EUR-11.00/15.00 EUR-18:00/23:59 EUR-01:00/22:00 EUR-11:45/11:45 EUR-00:00/15:10 EUR-07:00/14:00 EUR-09:30/16:00 EUR-15:00/15:00 EUR-00:00/16:30 EUR-09:00/17:00

Intra-day sweeps (No. of countries): 80 21 84 33 3 17 20 11 15 101 70 15 15 5 48 20

How sweeps triggered: By Balance &/Or Time By Balance By Time By Balance &/Or Time By Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time

Target Balance End Of Day Sweeps (No. of countries)

Intra-region: 2 80 21 84 33 17 17 9 11 15 29 22 15 150 48 20

Inter-region: 80 21 84 33 17 11 15 28 15 15 150 48

Notional Pooling Services

No. of tiers available in a pool: 0-3 0-3 0-3 11+ 11+ 11+ 0-3 11+ 0-3 0-3 4-10 4-10 11+ 4-10 0-3 4-10 0-3

Single Country (all accounts in same country)

Single Currency Full off set (No. of countries): 16 20 7 9 10 6 7 2 17 6 15 12 48 7

Partial off set (No. of countries): 24 9 18 12 26 11 23 6 10 1 12 22 10

Multi-Currency Full off set (No. of countries): 1 3 9 10 6 7 1 6 2 12

Partial off set (No. of countries): 16 24 9 18 12 26 11 23 6 3 12 22 12

No. of pooling currencies 
supported

50 12 22 9 20 20 50 5 27 37 28 1 50 50 10

Multi-Country (leave funds in each country)

Single Currency Partial off set (No. of countries): 16 24 9 18 18 26 11 14 6 32 12 22 16

Multi-Currency Partial off set (No. of countries): 16 24 9 18 18 26 11 14 6 32 12 22 16

No. of pooling currencies 
supported

50 27 9 20 20 50 5 27 37 28 1 50 50 16

Automated Investment and Funding

Credit rating of bank (S&P or Moody rating): AA AA+ ST- A-1+; LT- AA AA3 A-1/A (S&P) Moody’s-Aa1 / S&P-AA Moody’s-Aa3/P-1 AA AA- A1+/P1 ST AA/Aaa LT Aaa AA- / Aa2 Aa1 A+ AA- (S&P) S&P A+ A+

Investment

Automated sweeps to Money 
Market Funds

No. of funds/currency EUR, USD, CHF, GBP USD-3 USD-2, EUR-1, GBP-1 USD-3,   EU- 1 USD-8, EUR-2, GBP-2 USD-14, EUR-3, GBP-2, 
AUD-1

USD-1, GBP-1, EUR-1 EUR1, GBP-1, USD-1 USD-1, MYR-1, KRW-1

Cut-off times/currency EUR - 12h30 GMT EOD 13:30 ALL, 18:30 USD USD 15:30 EST, EUR 
12:00 GMT

USD-20:00, EUR-12:00, 
GBP12:30GMT

USD23:30, 
EURGBP12:30, 

AUD06:30

14.00 GMT EUR-12:15GMT, GBP-
11:15GMT

15:00 EUR USD - 14:00GMT; MYR 
- EOD

No. of funds On & Off Balance 
Sheet

 Off BS-4 On BS-2; Off BS-1 On BS - 4, Off BS-9 Off BS - 4 Off BS-12 Off BS-20 Off BS-3 Off BS-3 Off BS-5+ On BS-8, Off BS-3 Off BS - 1

Automated sweeps into other investment instruments Yes No No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes

Funding

Auto draw downs If funds required: Yes No No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes No

Cut-off times for funding: 24 hours N/A N/A 13:30 ALL, 18:30 USD USD 3PM, EUR-
12:00GMT

USD-20:00, EUR-12.00, 
GBP-12.30GMT

USD23:30, 
EURGBP12:30, 

AUD06:30

12:00 local time: EUR, 
GBP, USD

EUR-12:15GMT, GBP-
11:15GMT

End of Day

Liquidity Management Support

Dedicated liquidity  
management support

Operational: Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Investment desk: Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Client activated liquidity  
management models

Analysis of cost of holding cash: No No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes No No No

Showing impact of new 
structures:

No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No Yes Yes No No No

Contact Information Contact Name: Gladys Herrera David Lozano Kristin Phelps  Li Zhang Jasmin Maraslioglu Lisa Rossi Patrick De Doncker Yera Hagopian Jean Pinte Nick Blake Dave Edwards Phillip Lindow María Ruza Erik Zingmark Anne-Claire Gorge Lee Swee Siong Jürgen Lutz

Country: Spain France UK UK Germany US UK UK Belgium United Kingdom UK The Netherlands Spain Sweden France Singapore Germany

Telephone Number: +34 609 735 321 +33 33 1 55 77 86 70  +44 20 7174 5540  +44  20 7500 5234   +49 6913646966 +1 212.250.1138  +44 20 3296 8345 +44 209918415 +32 27382386  +44 20 7859 6665 +44 207 463 1064  +31 20 3837042 +34 912893529 +46 87638435  +33 142148087 +65 65170024 +49 8937820779

Email Address: gladys.herrera@
grupobbva.com

david.lozano@
bnpparibas.com

kristin.phelps@
bankofamerica.com

li.zhang@citi.com jasmin.maraslioglu@
commerzbank.com

Lisa.Rossi@db.com patrick.dedoncker@
fortis.com

yerahagopian@hsbc.
com

j.pinte@ing.be nicholas.j.blake@
jpmorgan.com

dave.edwards@
lloydstsb.co.uk

phillip.lindow@
nl.abnamro.com

mruza@
gruposantander.com

erik.zingmark@seb.se anne-claire.gorge@
socgen.com

lee.swee-siong@
standardchartered.com

juergen.lutz@hvb.de



Bank Name BBVA BNP Paribas Bank of America Citibank NA Commerzbank AG Deutsche Bank Fortis Bank HSBC ING JPMorgan Chase 
Bank, NA

Lloyds TSB  
Corporate Markets

Royal Bank of 
Scotland

SANTANDER SEB SOCIETE GENERALE Standard  
Chartered Bank

UniCredit Group

Cash Position Reporting

Intra-day reporting of transactions:  No. of own bank branch  
countries reporting

2 27 24 101 6 28 15 70 22 38 6 52 8 15 16 48 16

Accept/process 3rd party banks’ 
transactions

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

End Of Day Reports: No. of own bank branch  
countries reporting

9 49 24 101 6 28 19 70 22 38 6 52 17 15 50 48 19

3rd party report monitoring & 
chasing service

No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes No No No

Supplier Financing Service

Provided by bank: Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

No. of live buyers on service: 21+ 21+ <=5 21+ 6-10 16-20 21+ 11-15 <=5 21+ 21+ 21+ 16-20 21+ 21+

Liquidity Management Infrastructure

Global Cash Pooling Platform No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Local Cash Pooling Platforms Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sweeping and Pooling Services

Header/Master Account Locations

Single Currency Pool: In 9 countries More than 20 
countries

29 Countries 74 countries globally B,NL,UK,F,E,I,SK,CZ,HU 39 countries Any European entity 24 countries All Europe Where Local 
Regulations Allow

Principally UK/LTSB 37 countries Europe and Latin 
America

All sites where legally 
OK

In 15 countries 48 At any member bank

Multi-Currency Notional Pool 
(No. locations & currencies):

Asia-Pacific: 2 locations;  9 
currencies

2 locations;  2 
currencies

4 locations;  7 
currencies

5 locations;  23 
currencies

14 locations;  27 
currencies

8 locations;  50 
currencies

Europe: 15 locations;  50 
currencies

1 location;  12 
currencies

1 location;  23 
currencies

9 locations;  9 
currencies

5 locations;  13 
currencies

18 locations;  20 
currencies

5 locations;  50 
currencies

11 locations;  5 
currencies

9 locations;  27 
currencies

2 locations;  37 
currencies

2 locations;  28 
currencies

7 locations;  19 
currencies

10 locations;  50 
currencies

2 locations;  50 
currencies

5 locations;  4 
currencies

Latin America: 2 locations;  3 
currencies

NAFTA: 1 location;  50 
currencies

1 location;  20 
currencies

1 location;  2 
currencies

2 locations;  2 
currencies

2 locations;  50 
currencies

1 location;  50 
currencies

Middle East & Africa: 9 locations;  50 
currencies

Sweeping Between Own Branches

End Of Day Sweep Cut-Off Times USD - earliest/latest GMT: USD-18:00/23:59 USD-07:00/23:00 USD-10:00/21:00 USD-07:00/23:59 USD-13:00/16:45 USD-17:00/19:00 USD-16:30/16:30 USD-00.00/23:59 USD-18:00/23:59 USD-10:00/23:59 USD-15:00/17:00 USD-00:00/23:590 USD-07:00/14:00 USD-07:12/18:00 USD-23:59/23:59 USD-00:00/23:59 USD-09:00/17:00

EUR - earliest/latest GMT: EUR-18:00/23:59 EUR-07:00/23:00 EUR-15:30/15:30 EUR-07:00/23:59 EUR-20:10/21:00 EUR-17:00/19:00 EUR-16:15/16:15 EUR-16.00/24.00 EUR-18:00/23:59 EUR-10:00/22:00 EUR-11:45/11:45 EUR-00:00/23:59 EUR-07:00/14:00 EUR-09:30/18:00 EUR-23:59/23:59 EUR-00:00/16:30 EUR-09:00/17:00

Overnight return sweeps Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No

Intra-day sweeps (No. of countries) Intra-region: 2 20 39 33 27 15 20 21 38 35 7 10 14 48 16

Inter-region: 39 33 8 7 0 38 35 9 10 16 48

How sweeps triggered: By Time By Balance &/Or Time By Transaction By Time By Time By Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time

Target Balance End Of Day 
Sweeps (No. of countries)

Intra-region: 2 22 20 26 33 27 17 3 21 38 6 21 7 13 15 48 16

Inter-region: 20 4 26 33 9 3 0 38 21 11 13 15 48

Multi-Bank Sweeping

No. of existing MT 101 agreements: 51-100 101+ >20 101+ 101+ 51-100 51-100 101+ 101+ 101+ 101+ 101+ 51-100 51-100 101+ 101+ 101+

End Of Day Sweep Cut-Off Times USD - earliest/latest GMT: USD-18:00/23:59 USD-08:00/18:00 USD-17:00/21:00 USD-08:00/19:00 USD-11:30/11:30 USD-08:00/15:00 USD-16:30/16:30 USD-00:00/15.00 USD-18:00/23:59 USD-01:00/20:30 USD-16:00/17:00 USD-00:00/22:00 USD-07:00/14:00 USD-07:12/16:00 USD-17:00/17:00 USD-00:00/17:00 USD-09:00/17:00

EUR - earliest/latest GMT: EUR-18:00/23:59 EUR-08:00/18:00 EUR-15:30/15:30 EUR-08:00/16:00 EUR-14:00/14:00 EUR-08:00/15:00 EUR-16:15/16:15 EUR-11.00/15.00 EUR-18:00/23:59 EUR-01:00/22:00 EUR-11:45/11:45 EUR-00:00/15:10 EUR-07:00/14:00 EUR-09:30/16:00 EUR-15:00/15:00 EUR-00:00/16:30 EUR-09:00/17:00

Intra-day sweeps (No. of countries): 80 21 84 33 3 17 20 11 15 101 70 15 15 5 48 20

How sweeps triggered: By Balance &/Or Time By Balance By Time By Balance &/Or Time By Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time By Balance &/Or Time

Target Balance End Of Day Sweeps (No. of countries)

Intra-region: 2 80 21 84 33 17 17 9 11 15 29 22 15 150 48 20

Inter-region: 80 21 84 33 17 11 15 28 15 15 150 48

Notional Pooling Services

No. of tiers available in a pool: 0-3 0-3 0-3 11+ 11+ 11+ 0-3 11+ 0-3 0-3 4-10 4-10 11+ 4-10 0-3 4-10 0-3

Single Country (all accounts in same country)

Single Currency Full off set (No. of countries): 16 20 7 9 10 6 7 2 17 6 15 12 48 7

Partial off set (No. of countries): 24 9 18 12 26 11 23 6 10 1 12 22 10

Multi-Currency Full off set (No. of countries): 1 3 9 10 6 7 1 6 2 12

Partial off set (No. of countries): 16 24 9 18 12 26 11 23 6 3 12 22 12

No. of pooling currencies 
supported

50 12 22 9 20 20 50 5 27 37 28 1 50 50 10

Multi-Country (leave funds in each country)

Single Currency Partial off set (No. of countries): 16 24 9 18 18 26 11 14 6 32 12 22 16

Multi-Currency Partial off set (No. of countries): 16 24 9 18 18 26 11 14 6 32 12 22 16

No. of pooling currencies 
supported

50 27 9 20 20 50 5 27 37 28 1 50 50 16

Automated Investment and Funding

Credit rating of bank (S&P or Moody rating): AA AA+ ST- A-1+; LT- AA AA3 A-1/A (S&P) Moody’s-Aa1 / S&P-AA Moody’s-Aa3/P-1 AA AA- A1+/P1 ST AA/Aaa LT Aaa AA- / Aa2 Aa1 A+ AA- (S&P) S&P A+ A+

Investment

Automated sweeps to Money 
Market Funds

No. of funds/currency EUR, USD, CHF, GBP USD-3 USD-2, EUR-1, GBP-1 USD-3,   EU- 1 USD-8, EUR-2, GBP-2 USD-14, EUR-3, GBP-2, 
AUD-1

USD-1, GBP-1, EUR-1 EUR1, GBP-1, USD-1 USD-1, MYR-1, KRW-1

Cut-off times/currency EUR - 12h30 GMT EOD 13:30 ALL, 18:30 USD USD 15:30 EST, EUR 
12:00 GMT

USD-20:00, EUR-12:00, 
GBP12:30GMT

USD23:30, 
EURGBP12:30, 

AUD06:30

14.00 GMT EUR-12:15GMT, GBP-
11:15GMT

15:00 EUR USD - 14:00GMT; MYR 
- EOD

No. of funds On & Off Balance 
Sheet

 Off BS-4 On BS-2; Off BS-1 On BS - 4, Off BS-9 Off BS - 4 Off BS-12 Off BS-20 Off BS-3 Off BS-3 Off BS-5+ On BS-8, Off BS-3 Off BS - 1

Automated sweeps into other investment instruments Yes No No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes

Funding

Auto draw downs If funds required: Yes No No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes No

Cut-off times for funding: 24 hours N/A N/A 13:30 ALL, 18:30 USD USD 3PM, EUR-
12:00GMT

USD-20:00, EUR-12.00, 
GBP-12.30GMT

USD23:30, 
EURGBP12:30, 

AUD06:30

12:00 local time: EUR, 
GBP, USD

EUR-12:15GMT, GBP-
11:15GMT

End of Day

Liquidity Management Support

Dedicated liquidity  
management support

Operational: Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Investment desk: Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Client activated liquidity  
management models

Analysis of cost of holding cash: No No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes No No No

Showing impact of new 
structures:

No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No Yes Yes No No No

Contact Information Contact Name: Gladys Herrera David Lozano Kristin Phelps  Li Zhang Jasmin Maraslioglu Lisa Rossi Patrick De Doncker Yera Hagopian Jean Pinte Nick Blake Dave Edwards Phillip Lindow María Ruza Erik Zingmark Anne-Claire Gorge Lee Swee Siong Jürgen Lutz

Country: Spain France UK UK Germany US UK UK Belgium United Kingdom UK The Netherlands Spain Sweden France Singapore Germany

Telephone Number: +34 609 735 321 +33 33 1 55 77 86 70  +44 20 7174 5540  +44  20 7500 5234   +49 6913646966 +1 212.250.1138  +44 20 3296 8345 +44 209918415 +32 27382386  +44 20 7859 6665 +44 207 463 1064  +31 20 3837042 +34 912893529 +46 87638435  +33 142148087 +65 65170024 +49 8937820779

Email Address: gladys.herrera@
grupobbva.com

david.lozano@
bnpparibas.com

kristin.phelps@
bankofamerica.com

li.zhang@citi.com jasmin.maraslioglu@
commerzbank.com

Lisa.Rossi@db.com patrick.dedoncker@
fortis.com

yerahagopian@hsbc.
com

j.pinte@ing.be nicholas.j.blake@
jpmorgan.com

dave.edwards@
lloydstsb.co.uk

phillip.lindow@
nl.abnamro.com

mruza@
gruposantander.com

erik.zingmark@seb.se anne-claire.gorge@
socgen.com

lee.swee-siong@
standardchartered.com

juergen.lutz@hvb.de 5



One size doesn’t fit all
The starting point for designing any liquidity solution must be to understand fully how a corporate 
operates, its cash flows and its goals. Solutions must be tailored if they are to be effective 

As corporates expand into new markets they inevitably seek to opti-

mize and expand their liquidity solutions at a country and international 

level. However, each company’s operations and liquidity requirements 

differ substantially. Consequently a ‘one-size-fits-all’ model is simply im-

possible to apply – solutions must be tailored if they are to be effective.

“It sounds obvious but no two companies’ business models are the same,” 

says Yera Hagopian, senior product manager, liquidity services in global 

payments and cash management at HSBC Bank in London.  “Clearly, com-

panies operate in different sectors but even in the same markets they can 

have different characteristics in terms of their financial position or their 

operating and risk management approach, for example.”

While some companies might be described as borrowers, others can be 

seen as investors.  Similarly, companies can operate in different ways in 

different countries or even according to the seasons.  The starting point 

for designing any liquidity solution must therefore be to understand fully 

how a corporate operates, its cash flows and what its goals are.  “We need 

to know whether a client is focused on collecting surpluses with a view 

to optimizing yield or instead aims to use its funds to pay down debt, for 

example,” says Hagopian.

Centralized or regionalized?
One facet of a company’s structure that has a significant bearing on its 

liquidity arrangements is how centralized or regionalized it is.  Some lead-

ing multinationals may be extremely centralized, with a shared service 

centre model that effectively uses the treasury as an in-house bank and a 

centre of expertise and excellence, supported by an enterprise resource 

planning system that allows for accurate exposure and forecasting in-

formation consolidation.  Such companies tend to have limited financial 

expertise on the ground in local markets and consequently lend them-

selves to more automated and regionally integrated solutions. 

Alternatively, companies may have more distributed functions with de-

centralized payables and receivables processes.  “In today’s climate, no 

one can afford not to optimize their liquidity and while a corporate may 

not be in a position to be proactive in its cash management – because 

its corporate structure does not allow it to be – that does not mean that 

it should be excluded from the benefits of liquidity management,” says 

Mario Tombazzi, senior product manager, liquidity services at HSBC in 

Hong Kong.  “Indeed, in such a situation a liquidity solution can almost 

be seen as an outsourcing decision.  Liquidity management processes 

are transferred to the service provider, the bank, and appropriately 

designed and configured to meet the client’s needs. ”

Local conditions dictate behaviour
Local markets and regulatory regimes inevitably play a central role in 

deciding how a corporate decides to manage its liquidity.  For example, 

in some markets payment of credit interest is restricted.  “The first re-

gion that springs to mind for most companies when addressing regula-

tory complexity is Asia,” notes Tombazzi.  “Other western markets within 

a single economic or currency area are generally more liberal and de-

regulated when it comes to capital and FX controls, and they have more 

established and mature practices.  These cannot simply be transported 

to more regulated markets, whether developed, developing or emerg-

ing, and often need to be adapted to the local environment”. 

“The point is that cashflows originate and reside in both strictly regu-

lated and less regulated markets and a corporate needs to be able to 

achieve the highest degree of optimization that is feasible under the 

restriction in place, without exception,” points out Tombazzi . 

The nature and characteristics of national markets must be considered, 

such as the depth of local financial markets, availability and liquidity 

of financing and investment options, commercial practices and finally 

banking regulations.  The optimal liquidity management structure and 

approach is a function of many factors, some internal to the corpora-

tion (such as its legal structure, tax profile or simply its operating model, 

centralized or decentralized), some external (solution availability, op-

portunity costs driven by investment options, for example).  Depending 

on the weighting of such factors the resulting solution could be more 

domestic or centralized, single currency or multi-currency driven, locally 

or centrally administered. 

Flexibility is key
Although traditional liquidity management techniques such as notional 

pooling or cash concentration still have a role to play in many companies’ 

structures, they are not necessarily flexible to cope with the contem-

porary challenges faced by corporates operating in multiple markets. 

“Our philosophy is that any account balance has a value or cost of funds 

associated with it and we chose to view a corporate’s balances in ag-

gregate across multiple markets in order to properly reflect the portfolio 

contribution that the client generates when utilizing our liquidity and 

cash management services,” says Hagopian.

As a global bank, with one of the world’s largest commercial banking net-

works and an extensive and sound balance sheet, HSBC is ideally placed 

to help customers discover a new way of optimizing the management of 

their balances across multiple markets.  “Of course, local market restric-

tions impact how the value of such balances is realized, since essentially 

we take clients’ assets and liabilities into our balance sheet and price or 

compensate them accordingly,” says Tombazzi.  “In doing so we take a 

total client relationship view.”

What does such an approach mean in practical terms? Obviously in some 

markets, such as the eurozone, it is already possible to concentrate cash 

to a single location and then offset positions across different legal entities 

with the goal of managing the net aggregate.  However, in other markets 

– such as those with exchange controls – it may be impossible to mobi-

lize easily cash and therefore standard pooling and cash concentration 

arrangements are less effective, if achievable at all.

“In the past, the traditional approach in complex regions such as Asia was 

to deploy domestic liquidity management solutions complemented by 

an actively managed regional consolidation of the deregulated curren-

cies,” explains Tombazzi. “Now we have a more complete and efficient 

liquidity toolkit to offer, able to cater for more variations in client needs 

and greater sophistication. Clearly, we must still operate fully within 
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the confines of the controls and regulation existing in many countries, 

therefore the structuring of the arrangement requires strict due diligence 

and care.”

Meeting real needs
While corporates often request proposals for specific solutions, HSBC has 

long believed that its consultative approach brings more effective results. 

“It’s not that the client is mistaken, just that no one can have perfect 

knowledge of all the opportunities open to them,” says Hagopian.  “Our 

aim is not only to understand the cash flow dynamics and nature, but to 

understand the broader business model and facilitate the achievement 

of the key objectives.  We spend a lot of time analysing information and 

modelling data before creating the right structure for a solution – which 

can be clearly demonstrated through a cost benefit analysis.”

One hallmark of HSBC’s approach is its emphasis on scaleable solutions 

and rapid deployment.  “If we do our job well, we expect our relationship 

with the client to grow,” says Hagopian.  “Because our solutions are based 

on building blocks, more countries or structures can be accommodated 

in a phased approach.  Things don’t have to be rethought as the client 

grows and expands.”

A recent example of this approach was displayed in HSBC’s work with 

London and New York-listed international media company Pearson, 

owner of Penguin Books and the Financial Times, and other educa-

tion, business and consumer publishing operations, which had sales of 

$8. 7 billion and more than 29,000 employees in 2006.  The company 

issued a request for proposals for its largest education division in May 

2007, which initially covered three Asia Pacific territories – Hong Kong, 

Singapore and Japan.

Pearson’s goals for the project were to optimize the management of 

liquidity across Asia Pacific to achieve better returns from surpluses and 

reduce costs on deficits – it wanted to achieve interest pricing that was 

reflective of its education division’s total Asia Pacific relationship with 

HSBC.  The company also wanted to standardize interest conditions 

across the region for better control and monitoring and utilize a common 

electronic banking platform for enhanced visibility of liquidity positions 

at both regional and country level for multiple currencies.

“HSBC’s dynamic approach to relationship pricing effectively means that 

we recommended a liquidity structure that reflects local balance pricing 

linked to the notional aggregate position across the three territories, but 

on a structure designed to encompass the whole of Pearson’s regional 

footprint,” explains Tombazzi.  “Obviously a different benefit will be 

achieved by the second phase of the implementation [see diagram] 

– because of the more restrictive regulations in many of the second phase 

markets – but the basic structure will be in place and Pearson will imme-

diately gain the benefits of considering its portfolio in a holistic way. ”

A consultative selling approach and full understanding of the client’s 

requirements ensured that the recommended solution was not only the 

optimal choice, but also the more adequate considering longer-term 

objectives.  A detailed cost-benefit analysis was produced to support the 

recommendations.  As a result Pearson is now considering the expansion 

of its use of HSBC’s cross-border multi-currency interest enhancement 

facility from just three territories – Hong Kong (in Hong Kong dollars), 

Singapore (in Singapore and US dollars) and Japan (in yen) – to additional 

countries in a second phase of implementation.  “The structure put in 

place for Pearson should allow the expansion of the second phase to 

occur seamlessly.  The interest enhancement facility can accommodate 

a number of regulated and deregulated markets, including China, India, 

Korea, Malaysia, Taiwan and Thailand as examples of the former and 

Australia and New Zealand for the latter,” says Tombazzi.

Savings and visibility for all
While the solution designed for Pearson reflects a traditional and pas-

sive approach to liquidity management – the company was not already 

involved in actively managing large-scale swapping of cashflows based 

on forecasts, for example – HSBC’s multi currency liquidity management 

solutions have the potential to benefit even the most active liquidity 

manager.  “Active management of currency position using FX swap and 

outright contracts require accurate forecasts and are cumbersome to 

administer.  Additionally they face restrictions in some markets,” says 

Hagopian.  “Everyday use of multi-currency liquidity techniques solves 

these problems, and achieves similar levels of efficiency and benefits 

without effort.

For further information, please contact

Jemma Cuthbert
Senior Sales Manager, Global Liquidity Solutions
Email: jemmacuthbert@hsbc.com
Tel: +44 (0) 20 79918375
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l Citi’s global head of liquidity management Elyse Weiner says “With the 

change in the cost and availability of external credit, CFOs and treasurers 

are asking: why ‘buy’ when you can ‘make’ it yourself? As a trusted adviser 

and global partner, Citi is working with clients to help them improve enter-

prise-wide operating efficiency and extract cash embedded in the financial 

supply chain. By addressing sources of cash leakage, and aligning sources 

and uses of liquidity, companies may improve cash efficiency to free up 

liquidity with measurable bottom line results.“

l  Deutsche Bank’s global head, trade and cash management, Marilyn 

Spearing stresses the importance of liquidity management following 

transaction flows:  “For Deutsche Bank liquidity management is comple-

mentary to our fully integrated transaction services activities. Deutsche 

Bank processes payments worth more than $1 trillion per day across the 

three major global regions and our clients recognize the value of main-

taining the relationship for their liquidity management with one of their 

major transaction banking partners.”

l HSBC’s group general manager and head of global transaction banking 

Andrew Young focuses on the importance of the processing platform, the 

balance sheet and country coverage, “Our customers want scalable liquid-

ity solutions that can be extended to all parts of their business, including 

challenging emerging markets. It helps to have the right technology and a 

common platform, but above all you need a strong balance sheet, as well as 

deep and diversified in-country operations to be viable.”

l ING’s global head of payments and cash management Robert Heister-

borg highlights the bank’s European focus, “ING is developing its liquidity 

management product offer focusing on Europe. Our goal is to allow our 

customer to concentrate their cash and have one stop shopping for re-invest-

ments. This approach allows our clients to manage their counterparty risk and 

operations on the liquidity as on the reconciliation side in combination with 

the strong payments processing capabilities of ING all over Europe.” 

l J.P. Morgan’s chief executive, treasury services, Melissa Moore emphasizes 

the range of services included in its liquidity management offerings, “JPMor-

gan provides innovative, globally-integrated liquidity solutions that enable 

clients to manage cash as a strategic asset. Our best-in-class risk management 

and technology platforms position us to deliver a broad range of multi-cur-

rency investment and cash concentration solutions that help clients maximize 

liquidity, minimize operational risk and achieve market competitive returns.”

l Royal Bank of Scotland’s acquisition of ABN Amro’s international 

transaction banking business, including its liquidity management capabili-

ties, in October 2007 gave RBS a real opportunity to put together a com-

petitive liquidity management offering. The new CEO of global transaction 

services, Brian Stevenson, who has responsibility for international and 

domestic cash management services worldwide, says, “ABN Amro had a 

market-leading suite of liquidity management services and we are already 

offering these also to the RBS client base. Our clients are looking to move 

to more global solutions, with more currencies and more flexibility - we 

have the products and services to meet those needs. “

l Banco Santander’s managing director and head of global transaction 

banking Carlos Rodriguez de Robles says, “Santander combines extensive 

local presence in Europe and Latin America with strong global reach to 

provide fully automated euro cash pooling and investment services, as 

well as efficient in-country liquidity management structures in Europe 

and Latin America. Our aim is to ensure our customers get best advice and 

solutions to meet their liquidity and cash management needs, including 

supply chain finance services.”

Positioning statements from some of the banks 
participating in the survey:

Cashflow forecasting is one of the most manual processes in liquidity 

management. For most companies cash at times ebbs rather than 

flows. Lack of accuracy in cashflow forecasting is a major concern for 

most companies, reducing the efficiency of many liquidity manage-

ment structures. Yet forecasting is the least developed area in the 

banks’ liquidity management offerings with only one bank, SEB, 

offering a full service (see Euromoney’s 2008 Guide to Technology in 

Treasury Management, page 26). Cashflow forecasting was therefore 

not covered in the survey.

Managing terms of trade
Improving terms of trade either by extending the terms of payment 

for suppliers or reducing payment terms for buyers, if this is at all 

possible, is of great benefit to any company’s liquidity management. 

Recently there has been little progress in expanding the use of 

receivables securitization and other structured finance arrangements. 

Supplier financing services have begun to flourish. These offer op-

portunities for large companies to extend their payment terms from, 

for example, 30 to 90 days at the same time as giving the supplier 

access to credit based on the buyer’s credit rating, normally much 

lower than that of the supplier. The survey reveals that all but two of 

the participant banks provide supplier finance services and that most 

have more than 20 buyers using this service.

Liquidity management infrastructure
To be able to deliver fully integrated liquidity management solutions 

covering many countries banks have to bring together a wide range 

of information, systems and services. The survey shows all the partici-

pating banks have local cash pooling platforms and most also have 

global cash pooling platforms. The liquidity management platforms 

vary considerably, as shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Pool location
Companies choose very different locations for their cash pools, de-

pending on the nature of their business cashflows and legal and tax 

requirements. The banks therefore offer different locations for corpo-

rate clients to hold header or master accounts for their cash pools.

The survey shows that all the participant banks support single-cur-

rency cash pools in many countries, ranging from nine countries 

to 74. Multi-currency pools are supported in far fewer locations, 

with BBVA and SocGen supporting none. Europe is by far the most 

popular location for multi-currency pools, with Fortis supporting the 

largest number, 18. In Asia-Pacific multi-currency pools are provided 

by six banks, in Latin America by three, in the North American Free 

Trade Area (Nafta) by seven, and in the Middle East and Africa only 

by Standard Chartered. Standard Chartered’s global aspirations are 

clearly shown, as it is the sole bank supporting multi-currency pools 

in four regions. This is a very different approach to Citi, which has the 

largest global branch network but multi-currency pools in only two 

regions, Europe and Asia-Pacific. None of the banks provide multi-cur-

rency pools in all five regions.

The number of currencies supported in the multi-currency pools 

varies considerably, from two to 50, with Standard Chartered Bank 

supporting the largest number of currencies in all regions.



Sweeping between own branches
For banks, sweeping balances between their own branches is far easier 

than sweeping balances held in accounts with other banks, as is shown 

by the later cut-off times for both US dollars and euros and the greater 

range of services on offer. It also confirms the general theory that 

operating a sweeping and pooling system within one bank group is by 

far the most efficient liquidity management solution. The survey shows 

only five of the banks not offering overnight return sweeps and most 

of the banks providing intra-day sweeps, mostly available inter-region 

as well as intra-region. Standard Chartered Bank’s intra-day sweeping 

service covers 48 countries, far more than any of the other banks. All the 

banks’ intra-day sweeps are triggered either by balance or time, except 

for Bank of America’s, which are triggered by transaction.

All the respondent banks provide target balance end-of-day sweeping 

services, varying by the number of countries covered, and again Stand-

ard Chartered has the widest coverage with 48 countries. 

Multi-bank sweeping
For sweeping to take place between banks there have to be agreements in 

place on reporting of account balance and transactions, and on the accept-

ance of SWIFT MT101 draw down messages to enable the bank operating the 

pool to sweep funds to the central cash pool. The survey shows these agree-

ments to be well established with most banks having more than 100 in place. 

The cut-off times for multi-bank sweeps are generally significantly ear-

lier than for own-branch sweeps, with only four banks, BBVA, Fortis Bank, 

ING and Santander, offering the same cut-off times for sweeps from 

their own branches and from other banks. 

Multi-bank intra-day sweeps from other banks are provided by all but 

one of the banks and mostly cover many countries. Similarly the target 

balance end-of-day sweep services are provided by all the banks, vary-

ing by the number of countries covered. Société Génerale covers banks 

in 150 countries, which is far more than any other respondent bank.

Notional pooling services
All the participating banks provide some form of notional pooling serv-

ices. The number of tiers supported in a pool varies from three or fewer, 

supported by eight of the banks, to more than 11, supported by five. 

The respondent banks’ single-country pool offerings, with all accounts 

held in the same country, vary considerably. Most are provided on a 

partial offset basis, typically by interest compensation, with full offset 

facilities typically provided in far fewer countries. Two of the banks, RBS 

and Standard Chartered, offer full offset facilities in more countries than 

partial offset. Only partial offset is provided in multi-currency pools and 

typically in far fewer countries. The number of currencies supported var-

ies considerably, with a maximum of 50.
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Figure 3:  Deutsche Bank global liquidity infrastructure 

Figure 4:  J.P. Morgan global integrated liquidity flow model

Source:   Deutsche Bank

Source:  J.P. Morgan
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Always the right time
The importance of liquidity management, whatever the weather.  By Swee Siong LEE, Director, 
Transaction Banking, Standard Chartered Bank

The current financial crisis and the looming global economic slowdown 

have raised questions about how prepared regulators, banks and compa-

nies are to ride out the rough road ahead.  There is a distinct sense of déjà 

vu.  Time and again, economic cycle after economic cycle, the scenario is 

repeated.  While there will almost certainly be casualties along the way, those 

that survive usually emerge stronger and leaner, having adopted best prac-

tices within the most critical aspects of their businesses, such as supply chain 

and financial management.    Nevertheless, once the economy recovers and 

the pressure to maximize efficiencies abates, complacency slips in and the 

painful lessons of the previous recession are soon forgotten. 

Conventional wisdom dictates that, during times of economic growth, 

interest rates have to rise to contain inflation.   But prior to this there 

is frequently a tipping point where an abundance of cheap credit is 

available.  Under such relatively relaxed liquidity conditions there is little 

incentive for corporate treasurers to optimize tightly their corporations’ 

internal funding.  During periods of recession production slows, thereby 

reducing credit requirements.   Interest rates then fall to stimulate spend-

ing and companies with cash surpluses seek to optimize yield through 

alternative investments such as bonds.   Using the US federal funds rate 

as a proxy for general interest rate conditions, the chart below reveals a 

fair degree of correlation over the past 11 years between fed rates and 

global GDP growth, supporting this conventional wisdom. 

By contrast, the current credit crunch presents a different twist to the con-

ventional wisdom.  Mainly as a result of bank write-offs, there is a general 

shortage of capital in financial markets, resulting in reduced availability of 

facilities for borrowers.  Due to write-offs suffered elsewhere, some inter-

national banks are already less willing or able to lend in Asia, despite the 

region’s relative economic resilience.   Banks that are focused on emerging 

markets, such as Standard Chartered, are seizing this window of oppor-

tunity and raising capital with a view to growing their asset base.   In line 

with current supply and demand, it is expected that credit facilities will be 

priced correctly, not cheaply. 

Treasurers are bracing themselves for the rougher road ahead by 

reviewing their processes, with the intention of squeezing out inef-

ficiencies and adopting best practice.  Since the advent of the credit 

crunch, liquidity management has understandably become an area of 

intense interest.  This article further explores the reasons why effec-

tive liquidity management is crucial to a company’s financial health, 

regardless of the prevailing economic conditions. 

Evolving liquidity management priorities
Based on numerous market surveys and anecdotal market evidence, be-

tween 2004 and 2005, when the global economy was generally bullish, 

there was a decline in number of companies seeking liquidity manage-

ment solutions, such as notional pooling or sweeping.  

This was largely because:

l    Companies were typically net depositors and achieving good returns 

on local deposits

l     The interest costs of occasional overdraft utilization were relatively low.  

However, since 2007 there has been a marked increase in the number of 

companies looking to implement liquidity management solutions.  This 

renewed interest principally stems from two categories of company:

l     Those with existing credit facilities needing to contain the increas-

ing cost of borrowing.  Their intention is to reduce their reliance 

on external funding by setting up sweeping structures to facilitate 

internal funding
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“Treasurers are bracing themselves for the rougher road ahead by reviewing 
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l      Those that are generally cash rich and in view of declining credit 

interest rates wish to maximize their returns on overnight liquidity. 

These observations reflect the objectives companies have in mind when 

managing liquidity, which include: 

l     Better visibility of balances

l      Improved availability of internal funding 

l      Improved interest returns

l      Reduced interest cost, and

l      Improved control and risk management. 

These objectives generally apply at all times, but the relative emphasis de-

pends upon the prevailing economic conditions and the company’s stage 

of growth.  If one assumes that the latter is a constant, then economic 

conditions would be a key determinant of companies’ order of priorities 

and their urgency in implementing a liquidity management solution.  For 

example, in benign economic conditions when deposit interest rates are 

high and external funding is abundant, boosting interest returns will have 

a higher priority than improving internal funding availability and reducing 

interest costs.  By contrast, in hostile conditions when deposit interest rates 

are low and external funding is limited, improving internal funding avail-

ability, controls and risk management become the top priorities. 

Liquidity ratios – metrics that matter
While companies would ideally cover all working capital shortfalls 

through internal funding, in practice it is still common for them to use 

some borrowing or overdraft facilities to cover any shortfall arising from 

timing mismatches in their working capital management.  

It is important to note that banks’ appetites for extending credit also 

obviously vary according to economic conditions.  In the current credit 

squeeze lenders are increasingly demanding more stringent covenants 

crafted around liquidity ratios - such as current ratio, quick ratio and 

times interest earned (TIE) ratio.  These common financial indicators 

measure the liquidity health of a company and its ability to meet short-

term obligations.  If these metrics are robust, then they offer prospective 

lenders a degree of comfort as to the borrower’s ability to repay debt.  

By deploying various liquidity management solutions, such liquidity 

ratios can be improved.  This assists in generating a favourable credit 

assessment by lenders, but also provides the basis for sustaining healthy 

liquidity ratios which will not breach the more stringent covenants 

lenders demand.  For instance, by using sweeping to reduce reliance on 

external funding, current liabilities are reduced, thereby improving the 

current and quick ratios at a group level.  By using notional pooling, the 

cost of external funding can be reduced, thereby improving the TIE ratio. 

Effective liquidity management solutions therefore help to strengthen 

the credit profiles of companies still requiring external sources of fund-

ing in the current tight credit environment. 

Different conditions, same answer
The current credit crisis has clearly increased the importance of maxi-

mizing liquidity to optimize the availability of funding.  However, it is 

worth considering whether this same focus should apply in a buoyant 

economic environment.  The answer is clearly a resounding yes.  How-

ever, the urgency of doing so would probably be less during the good 

times when cheap credit facilities are readily accessible.  

The inference is that whatever the market conditions corporate treasur-

ies should have highly efficient liquidity management structures in 

place.  The consistent application of best practice means that if economic 

conditions turn down the corporation is already prepared with a suitably 

strong liquidity position. 

The various techniques and solutions provided by major international 

transaction banks address the majority of companies’ liquidity manage-

ment requirements, irrespective of their relative priorities.  Having a 

streamlined tax-efficient account structure and a convenient electronic 

banking platform that allows good visibility of balances is the first fun-

damental step towards effective liquidity management.  Solutions such 

as cross-border multi-currency notional aggregation further comple-

ment these streamlined account structures by providing the first level 

of interest optimization on overnight or short-term balances that would 

otherwise have remained idle.  Where internal funding availability is a 

priority and where exchange regulations permit, cash concentration can 

be overlaid. 

Implementing complex liquidity management structures takes time, so 

procrastination is ill-advised, especially since the effort and investment 

will be repaid under all market conditions.  Good weather or bad – it is 

always the right time to improve liquidity management. 

For further information, please contact:

Swee Siong Lee
Director, Transaction Banking,  
Standard Chartered Bank
Email: Lee. swee-siong@standardchartered. com 
Tel: +65 65170024
 

Simon Longden
Managing Director, Transaction Banking,  
Standard Chartered Bank
Email: Simon. Longden@standardchartered. com
Tel: +44 20 78856615
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Fewer banks provide multi-country notional pools, where the funds 

remain in each of the countries, all offered on a partial off set basis. 

All the banks providing multi-country pooling services provide both 

single- and multi-currency pools in all the countries where the service is 

on offer. RBS has the highest country coverage with 32 countries.

Automated investment and funding
One of the effects of the credit crunch has been a ‘flight to quality’ 

both for investment and funding, with companies concentrating their 

business with the more secure financial institutions. The survey re-

veals all the participant banks have high credit ratings but only Lloyds 

TSB has a AAA rating.

Most of the participant banks provide automated investment services 

into money market funds and most have funds based in different 

currencies. J.P. Morgan has the widest range with 20 funds in four 

currencies. The cut-off times for automatic sweeping of cash balances 

into investment funds varies significantly both by bank and by cur-

rency.  The majority of money market funds are off the banks’ balance 

sheets and only nine of the banks offer automated sweeps into other 

investment instruments.

Surprisingly nine of the respondent banks do not provide an automatic 

drawdown if funds are required. Cut-off times for the banks providing 

this service vary both by bank and by currency.

Customer service and support
Liquidity management is not and never will be a fully automated proc-

ess, so companies not only need help and advice in setting up their li-

quidity management structures but they also need day-to-day support. 

The survey shows that all but one of the participating banks provides 

dedicated liquidity management operational support, and all but three 

have a dedicated investment desk.

The provision of client-activated analyses of liquidity management 

is growing. The survey shows seven of the respondent banks already 

provide client-activated analyses of the cost of holding cash and of 

the possible impact of new liquidity management structures.

Putting it all together
Euromoney’s 2008 liquidity management survey questionnaire 

covered all the basic elements in the participant bank’s liquidity 

management services, but could not show how the banks and their 

clients bring all their liquidity management practices, systems and 

services together in fully operational solutions. Liquidity manage-

ment solutions vary considerably, depending on the company’s infra-

structure and requirements, and the services provided by its banks.

Euromoney invited all participant banks to submit examples of their 

most interesting and important liquidity management solutions. 

Some of the 30 examples received featured  the latest developments 

in liquidity management and others showed how basic liquidity 

management structures and solutions can be grown and enhanced 

to provide efficient liquidity management.  The following examples 

show how liquidity management is developing around the world, 

and how it is vital for banks and their corporate clients to work 

closely together.

Regional liquidity management solutions
Each region around the world presents different opportunities and 

problems for liquidity management, so solutions vary considerably 

between the regions. 

In Europe multi-country liquidity management solutions are com-

paratively easy to put together and two types of solution have been 

developed, the single lead bank and the multi-bank solution.

An example of a single lead bank liquidity management solution 

in Europe is BNP Paribas’ European liquidity management solution 

developed for the speciality chemicals group Clariant, which com-

bines BNP Paribas’ extensive branch network with its central liquidity 

management services.  The focus of this solution was the elimina-

tion of manual intervention and improved automation.  As Michael 

Finkelstein, head of group treasury control, says, “The management 

of liquidity and transaction banking is the main aim of any cash pool, 

but it was even more important to us to achieve greater efficiency by 

standardizing the bank interface.” 

Cross Currency Notional Pool

Local Pools

Local Pools

Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
France
Germany
Czech Rep
UK

UK Czech Rep. Netherlands
Spain

New York

Local Pool Local PoolLocal Pool

Cross border sweeps

EUR

EUR GBP CZK USD USD

GBP CZK USD

Figure 5:  Grupo Antolin cross-currency notional pool account structures and flows

Source:  RBS Global Treasury & Investment Management



Another example of single lead bank liquidity management in Europe 

is Grupo Antolin’s pan-European solution.  GA is a major supplier to the 

automobile industry with operations in 18 countries and annual sales 

of some  A1.9 billion. GA started working with ABN Amro’s interna-

tional transaction banking group (now part of RBS Global Transaction 

Services) in 2005, first implementing a cross-border euro pool for GA’s 

operating companies in the euro-zone.  This produced a number of key 

benefits:

l Domestic and regional control of all balances

l One position to manage instead of multiple positions in  

multiple countries

l Retained benefits of in-country accounts whilst achieving  

centralized liquidity management

l Guaranteed end-of-day sweeping from each location, ensuring full 

availability of funds, no loss of value days and therefore no “idle” balances  

l Fully automated and flexible sweeps.

GA then wanted to extend these liquidity management improvements 

to include other currencies.  It wanted a single, automated liquidity 

management solution that included additional European currencies, 

such as sterling and the Czech koruna, and the US dollar positions of 

its operating companies in the US.  ABN Amro set up a fully automated 

cross-currency pooling solution in four currencies in 2006, eliminating 

the need for manual sweeps across the region, as shown in Figure 5.

GA’s daily liquidity management is now as follows:

l GA operating companies throughout Europe and the US manage 

their payments and receipts using local ABN Amro branches 

l Resulting balances are swept (via ZBA) to a cross-currency pool in 

the Netherlands, at an end-of-day, same-day-value basis, despite the 

different time zones involved

l Credit and debit balances are automatically offset in one base cur-

rency with no need for FX transactions.

The key benefits of this cross-currency notional pooling solution have 

been:

l Reduced operating costs by eliminating manual sweeps across 

regions

l Minimizing the need for foreign exchange activity to match op-

posite currency positions 

l Centralized group funding and investment activity

l Increased control over treasury function and the freeing up 

treasury staff.

An example of a multi-bank liquidity management solution in Europe 

is Unicredit’s multi-bank euro pooling structure developed for the 

ABB group, a global leader in power and automation technology with 

a turnover of €a17 billion and operations in around 100 countries.  To 

manage its cash and liquidity ABB operates a financial company ABB 

Capital, which makes extensive use of local banks.

In early 2007 ABB introduced a new fully automated euro pooling 

system replacing the mainly manual cash pooling arrangements previ-

ously in place, which had lead to substantial credit balances being kept 

in local accounts.  ABB’s main objectives were to centralize liquidity in 

one target account/currency, to have full visibility of all internal interest 

calculations and compensation and to provide detailed daily reports to 

all the legal entities in the group.  

Poolmaster 
ABB capital B.V. 

UniCredit Munich

Austria Belguim Spain Finland
Intermediary 

account 
poolmaster

Ireland Italy Netherlands

Austria
Germany 

bank 3
Germany 

bank 2
Germany 

bank 1
5 Acc

14 
Acc

4 Acc

9 
Acc

11 
Acc

26
Acc

True zero balancing 
with partner bank

True zero balancing 
inside poolmaster bank

Target balancing

Transfer by poolmaster bank

Transfer by local bank

Sweep

Notional pool

Key:

Finland France 5 Acc

Figure 6:  ABB’s Western Europe euro pooling structure

Source:  RBS Global Treasury & Investment Management

Source:  Unicredit Group
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Making the money  
work harder
With the squeeze on external sources of funding, corporate treasurers are looking inwards, focusing 
on ways to use the cash they hold more efficiently and cost-effectively. The overriding themes are 
standardize, centralize, rationalize and consolidate

Over the past year, events in the credit markets, precipitated by the sub-

prime mortgage crisis, have evolved into a broad-based credit crunch, 

with far-reaching impact across the broader economy. As evidence 

of a slowdown in global economic growth mounts, the pressures on 

treasurers and CFOs have never been greater. Faced with a potential 

fall in revenues and turbulent financial markets, it has become more 

important than ever to make sure that every dollar’s worth of corporate 

cash is worked as hard as possible.

“There has been an increased focus on liquidity and working capital 

management in the past year,” confirms Elyse Weiner, global head of 

liquidity and investments for treasury and trade solutions at Citi. “The 

reasons for the change are straightforward: liquidity costs more than 

it did a year ago and sources of liquidity, including bank credit, have 

diminished.”

Consequently, clients are turning inwards and looking to their banks to 

help find ways to release working capital trapped in the cash conver-

sion cycle and to tap into underutilized cash. This shift in focus is taking 

place across the board – it’s not the preserve of cash strapped corpo-

rates alone. “Even where companies have excess cash and reserves they 

are looking to optimize utilization and returns,” says Weiner.

At the same time, seeking to safeguard valuable corporate cash assets, 

treasurers have become increasing particular about where their cash is 

invested or held. “The increased importance, and cost, of liquidity has 

extended to revised priorities for investments,” says Weiner. “The prior-

ity has shifted to safety and preservation of capital, sometimes at the 

expense of maximizing return– although of course the level of return 

remains important.”

Making changes
So what should a corporate, hoping to make some quick and impact-

ful changes to its liquidity and working capital management practices, 

focus on first? “An obvious first step is to tighten up investment poli-

cies and procedures to avoid problematic and exotic instruments that 

could pose potential risks to capital and liquidity,” explains Weiner. 

“We’ve seen substantial inflows into money market funds and bank 

deposits, with a shift out of riskier investments. There is a considerable 

level of fear.”

To address client concerns, Citi offers several channels, and options, 

for investment of working capital cash. Citi’s online investment portal 

simplifies the investment selection process by making more than 100 

money market funds, as well as time deposits, available at the click of 

a mouse. For clients who prefer more direct interaction, the bank has 

expanded the reach of its trading desks. Clients may place their liquid-

ity in multiple funds either by trading online or calling a regional 

full-service desk.

Of course, for companies looking to make longer-term and larger 

changes to their liquidity management approach, the potential benefits 

are enormous. By re-tooling a company’s transactional processes and 

making changes to organizational and bank account structures, it is 

possible to dramatically increase the velocity of cash and reap the 

benefits in terms of accessible liquidity and returns.

Citi approaches corporates’ funding and liquidity challenges from a 

transactional, credit-related, and investment banking perspective. “Cre-

ating efficiencies within a company is now a broad-based discussion 

about optimizing sources and uses of funds,” says Weiner, “with the goal 

being to match sources and uses more effectively.”

Citi describes its approach as an end-to-end treasury focus. “It’s as 

much about information delivery as it is about structures,” says Weiner. 

“Corporates should be able to see real-time cash flows and bank ac-

count balances across their operating network. In the current climate, 

everyone needs to ask themselves, ‘Where is my money and is it being 

put to the most effective use?’”

Finding the right structure
Weiner is emphatic that the phrase ‘best practice’ is a misnomer when 

it comes to describing liquidity structures. “One company’s liquidity 

structure won’t necessarily work in another company,” she says. “But at 

the same time, there are overriding themes and objectives – standardi-

zation, centralization, rationalization and consolidation – that everyone 

should be aware of.” 

Elyse Weiner, global head of liquidity and investments,
 treasury and trade solutions



Standardization is essentially about reducing the number of 

independent and diverse processes related to cash and eliminating, 

if possible, non-standard manual processes to increase straight-

through processing levels. 

The objective of centralization is to give the treasury greater 

oversight and control to enforce corporate-wide policies on cash 

handling and investment – thereby enhancing risk management 

and maximizing returns.

Rationalization is often a central part of any consolidation pro-

gramme and can be applied to both the organizational structure of 

the enterprise – whether a company duplicates capabilities in sepa-

rate markets or utilizes a shared service centre model, and liquidity 

management structures, such as whether the structure is regional-

ized or global or incorporates an in-house bank. More specifically, 

rationalization is about reducing the number of moving parts and 

hand-offs as cash moves through the conversion cycle.

To gain maximum benefit from any liquidity management pro-

gramme, there is clearly a substantial investment cost in treasury 

and enterprise resources planning. “Of course, capital investment 

in global platforms and interfaces will facilitate a higher level of 

straight through processing from transaction initiation to jour-

nalization, but even without substantial capital investment there 

is plenty of low-hanging fruit,” says Weiner. “For example, the cost 

of implementing a bank-supported multi-currency pool is minimal 

compared to the potential benefits that can be obtained from such 

a structure.”

Asia: a wide spectrum of regulatory 
environments
The Asia Pacific region presents CFOs and treasuries with a tough 

challenge. Countries in the region use 18 currencies and cover a 

wide spectrum of regulatory environments – from fully liberalized 

markets such as Australia, Hong Kong and Singapore to extremely 

restricted markets, often with exchange controls, such as China and 

Malaysia. How should these challenges be navigated?

“The complexity of Asia Pacific essentially comes down to differing 

regulatory regimes,” explains Nigel Dobson, head of treasury and trade 

solutions, Asia at Citi. “It’s a real headache for the treasury to work 

out how to optimize liquidity within the region. Indeed, it’s often a 

considerable challenge even to shift liquidity, be it in a single currency 

or multi-currency.”

The answer for corporates looking for an Asia Pacific-wide solution is 

to use technology to mobilize liquidity where possible and to create 

greater visibility of funds across countries. Where liquidity is trapped, for 

instance in countries with exchange controls, inter-company transfers 

can be deployed or – more innovatively –an interest optimization 

structure can be used.

For example, for a company aiming to maximize its returns on liquidity 

in Asia Pacific, Citi’s interest optimization structure would allow it to 

earn returns even on trapped liquidity. “By notionally aggregating li-

quidity – and providing daily reports to enhance visibility – it is possible 

to address the challenges of operating in Asia,” says Dobson.

Nigel Dobson, head of treasury and trade solutions, Asia

Lenovo: chasing the sun 
When Chinese company Lenovo acquired IBM’s PC business at the end of 2004, it faced a daunting task in terms of cash and liquidity management. 

“We had four months to devise and build a global treasury solution to serve 66 countries,” recalls Damian Glendinning, vice president and treasurer at 

Lenovo, which is headquartered in Singapore. “And, outside China, we had no treasury staff, no systems and no banking relations.” 

Lenovo’s options were to try and establish banking relations in each of the 66 countries – practically impossible given the timeframe – or to create 

a new centralized model. “In the event, centralization was the only feasible option. And an internet-based model was also inevitable given that 

the company outside China had no existing systems,” says Glendinning. “But while the situation was clearly a challenge, it was also an amazing 

opportunity: we got to design a cash and liquidity management structure on a blank piece of paper.” 

The result was a strikingly simple and almost uniform model based on a centralized global treasury in Singapore. The treasury is set up as a re-

invoicing centre so payments for every PC sold outside China – where they are manufactured and where there was a pre-existing liquidity and cash 

management structure – is sent to Singapore (once local costs, such as wages – which usually represent around 8% of revenues – are deducted). 

The structure is known as ‘against the sun’ because all surplus funds are sent to Singapore. Funds are transferred on a daily, two-daily or weekly basis 

depending on the scale of sales in a given country.

The attraction of this model – in addition to it meaning that no local funding is required – is that it is based on the sale of goods, therefore any 

funding element is on trade terms, and less affected by exchange controls. Turkey, which requires inter-company invoices to be settled before 

goods clear customs, is the only country where this model does not work. In India and a handful of other countries, the requirement to present full 

documentation when making remittances slows down the centralization process – but the principle remains the same.



The credit crunch and the clouds over global economic growth have 

focused CFOs and treasurers on the need to make best use of liquidity. 

“With capital markets and bank liquidity in short supply – or at least ex-

pensively priced – technology solutions and cash pooling have become 

more important and interest in supply chain finance has accelerated,” 

says Dobson.

While regional solutions are now commonplace for corporates, an 

increasing number of firms – particularly in the technology sector – are 

looking to integrate their global supply chain and liquidity management. 

“The trend towards locating global treasuries in Asia – which aligns the 

financial supply chain with the physical one from a time zone perspec-

tive, delivering better integration and greater efficiencies – is hastening 

that development,” says Dobson.

Another consequence of the credit crunch is an increase in multina-

tionals being prepared to dividend out liquidity from countries such 

as China. In the past, tax issues and other complexities have discour-

aged companies from taking dividends out of operations in strict 

regulatory regimes. But the increased scarcity of liquidity has made it 

worthwhile. “The apparent end to the weakening of the US dollar has 

also encouraged companies to take foreign currencies out of country,” 

says Dobson.

EMEA: a new emerging markets focus
Europe has a long history of cross-border liquidity and investment 

management and has consequently evolved a wealth of tools and 

techniques, as well as a uniform and robust legal framework, to improve 

corporate cash efficiency. The creation of the single currency in 1999 and 

the increasing use of London to manage global currency exposure have 

further deepened the region’s capacity for liquidity management.

This prowess is bolstered by an established record of using payment 

and shared service centres. As Rajesh Mehta, head of treasury and trade 

solutions, EMEA at Citi notes: “The cultural leap has already been made 

toward organizational centralization. Combined with an outstanding 

framework for liquidity management, Western Europe has a solid base 

on which to create effective structures.” 

However, Western Europe – like other developed markets – has been 

impacted more substantially by the credit crunch than many emerging 

markets. “Instead, recent growth has been stronger in commodity- and 

oil-based emerging EMEA economies such as Russia, the Middle East 

and Africa, which are generating cash at an unprecedented rate.” Trade 

is taking multinational corporations further into emerging regions, com-

pounding the challenges for cash effectiveness. 

At the same time, the boom in the commodities market and trade 

growth, particularly between Central Europe, the Middle East and Africa 

and Asia, is resulting in the emergence of a number of big corporates on 

the pan-European and global stage, with cash management and liquidity 

needs to match their expanding commercial objectives.

SAB Miller: improving clarity
SAB Miller is one of the world’s largest brewing companies, with a portfolio of 200 beer brands and revenue of $23.8 billion for the year ending March 

2008. With brewing interests or major distribution agreements in over 60 countries – in both cash-generative developed markets and fast-growing 

developing markets, such as China and Russia – its liquidity management structure is necessarily complex.

Moreover, having grown largely by acquisition – its most recent purchase is Dutch brewer Grolsch – SAB Miller’s operational and liquidity 

management structures are highly complex. “We wanted to address the problems posed by our structure and reduce working capital requirements 

while ensuring sufficient liquidity for our business units,” explains Giles Newell, deputy treasurer at the company, based in the UK.

In addition, SAB Miller wanted to align its treasury strategy with its broader finance strategy and achieve the holy trinity of liquidity management: cost 

reduction, process standardization and risk reduction. The company also aimed to establish an infrastructure for future treasury projects, such as inter-

company netting and foreign exchange centralization.

Having appointed Citi in May 2007 on the basis of its geographic coverage, capability for multi-currency cash pooling and competitive pricing, SAB 

Miller embarked on phase one of the multi-currency cash pooling project in January this year, covering all Europe (except Russia) and the US – nine 

currencies, 10 business units and 10 countries. Future phases covering Latin America, Africa and Asia are being explored.

Citi’s solution to SAB Miller’s challenges is a pragmatic mix of cash concentration and notional cash pooling, where funds stay in the name of the 

business unit – an important consideration in a decentralized company. Instead of local business units borrowing against short-term deficits and 

depositing short-term surplus cash with local banks, they now borrow or deposit with the group treasury.

“Implementation was tricky – the complexities of achieving buy-in from local businesses cannot be underestimated – but worth it,” says Newell. 

“SAB Miller has greater clarity in its liquidity management and centralized balances mean improved rates for deposits or the ability to repay external 

borrowings. By netting balances we avoid paying overdraft and deposit margins. Overall, the savings are considerable.”

Rajesh Mehta, head of treasury and trade solutions, EMEA



Integrated end-to-end solutions
Treasurers are recognizing that multiple, standalone processes for cash 

management, liquidity management and investments create hurdles 

to global cash effi ciency. “Cash forecasting is inaccurate, visibility is dis-

jointed, and there are diminished opportunities to access and optimize 

liquidity,” says Weiner.

In the current market environment, integrated, end-to-end solutions 

that deliver timely visibility, centralized access to global cash, and 

robust investment oversight have become important. “The Citibank 

Online Investments portal simplifi es investing for clients by provid-

ing time deposits in 21 countries, and more than 100 money market 

funds, available at the click of a mouse,” says Weiner. The added benefi t 

is that it also fully integrates with clients’ operating cash and liquidity 

management structures at Citi. “Clients can centralize their end of day 

bank account positions using global target balancing tools, optimize 

intercompany liquidity using multi-currency pooling, and access real-

time information on cash and investments using TreasuryVision,” says 

Weiner.

Through its presence in more than 100 countries, a common global infra-

structure, and the expertise of its local teams, Citi is helping multination-

als manage cash and liquidity across developed and emerging markets. 

In countries that are effectively liberalized - from Australia to Dubai to 

Mexico - Citi helps clients seamlessly incorporate local cash into their 

global liquidity structures.

In countries that limit local currency convertibility and utilization for 

inter-company funding purposes, but where foreign currency is less re-

stricted, such as Indonesia and Malaysia, hybrid structures are used. Local 

currency liquidity is optimized domestically, while foreign currency posi

tions are swept offshore to facilitate centralized investment and funding 

decisions for improved yield.

Finally, for countries that have strict controls, Citi helps clients through lo-

cal optimization structures – such as centralized cash concentration and 

entrust loan structures in China, and subrogation structures in Poland 

that allow companies to access internal liquidity without incurring a 2% 

stamp duty on inter-company loans. 

“With the credit crunch and economic headwinds combining to highlight 

the value of appropriate liquidity strategies, Citi is working as a trusted 

adviser and global partner to our clients,” says Weiner. “We’re applying 

our capabilities and experience to devise the optimal local and global 

solutions, enabling treasury to free up liquidity with measurable balance 

sheet and P&L results.” 

Nabors: centralizing the treasury
Nabors is one of the world’s largest drilling contractors, operating drilling and well-servicing rigs and offshore platforms throughout the US, 

Canada, Central and South America, Africa and the Middle East. As demand for energy has increased, the company has expanded its operations 

rapidly – creating signifi cant treasury challenges, such as managing relationships with more than 35 banks worldwide.

“We had so many online systems, our payables process became very manually intensive,” explains Dean Castleberry, assistant treasurer for 

Nabors. Treasury staff had to log on to numerous electronic banking systems to manually send wires, initiate ACH transactions and get balance 

information. “It was ineffi cient and expensive. We recognised the need to centralize our treasury and move away from manual processing.” 

Nabors selected Citi to consolidate its payment processing and cash applications into a single hub – the bank’s presence in 31 of the 33 

countries in which Nabors operates being a key factor in its choice. Once live, Nabors will process its payables through Citi File Xchange, which 

allows treasury effectively to integrate payments, receivables and information with accounting, ERP and other fi nancial systems. 

To manage company assets more effectively, fulfi l reporting requirements and address fi duciary responsibilities, Nabors’ treasury team will use 

Citi’s Treasury Analytics. As a comprehensive custody and corporate cash solution that provides accounting, compliance, performance and risk 

reporting on a single integrated platform, Treasury Analytics will give Nabors the information its needs, when it needs it – allowing for more 

informed decision-making. 

Citi has helped to deliver increased treasury effi ciency, enhanced control, greater visibility and improved risk mitigation. In addition, Citi’s 

global expertise provides Nabors’ with the support to deal more effectively with changing regulatory environments, while improving its 

capabilities for global expansion. 

“We have been impressed with Citi’s candour, drive to meet deliverable due dates and dedication to customer service,” says Castleberry. “Citi’s 

global footprint, senior management commitment, competitive pricing and customised solution have made for a successful partnership.”

©2008 Citibank N.A. All rights reserved. Citi and Citi and Arc Design are trademarks and service marks of Citigroup Inc. or its affi liates and are used and registered throughout the world.

 For further information, please contact
 

               www.transactionservices.citigroup.com



Using Unicredit’s liquidity management solution and the IBOS bank 

network ABB was able to use most of its existing banks in the new 

liquidity management structure, as shown in Figure 6. 

Zero balance and target balance sweeping are used to centralise the 

cash into Unicredit in Munich.  The sweeping technique used varies 

by participant bank. The ABB European euro liquidity management 

pool now covers nine countries in Western Europe (and is being im-

plemented in Central and Eastern Europe) and provides a single euro 

position for ABB in Europe.

The main benefits of this cash pooling solution for ABB have been:

l Avoiding reliance on a single bank

l Employing strong local banks with their wide network coverage 

in the country and full range of products and services

l The ability to continue to use bank relations to provide the local 

banking services as expected by the larger lenders. 

ABB has found there are some difficulties and restrictions in implement-

ing a multi-bank liquidity management solution.  Integrating third-

party banks through target balancing (via MT942 and MT101 messages) 

can be cumbersome and may result in balances higher than the agreed 

target due to internal and external factors; bank to bank true zero 

balancing works but there is a one-day delay in sweeping the balances; 

and introducing a new bank into the pooling structure can take a year 

to implement. But overall ABB’s new multi-bank euro pooling structure 

has improved its euro liquidity management significantly, and now 

requires very little administrative support.

Liquidity management in the emerging regions and countries is 

particularly difficult and presents many problems.  In Latin America 

one of the key objectives as well as improving 

liquidity management efficiency is to reduce 

operational risk. 

Cargill, a company with $14 billion sales in the 

Latin America region has installed an efficient 

US dollar liquidity management structure for 

the region.  Prior to 2001 it had several dollar 

accounts held with several different financial 

institutions around Latin America.  It was clear 

that there were many non-functional accounts 

and that liquidity management could be con-

siderably improved.

Using Bank of America‘s electronic banking and 

cash management systems Cargill has reduced 

the number of its bank relationships consider-

ably and improved use of liquidity significantly.  

Since 2001 Cargill has managed its entire US 

dollar Latin America operations from 50 ac-

counts offshore in the US, as shown in Figure 7.

These accounts receive all export proceeds from 

all Cargill’s Latin American subsidiaries. Local bank 

accounts are funded from the dollar accounts 

maintained at Bank of America as required.

The main liquidity management benefits have been:

l The centralization of all US dollar balances for the company’s Latin 

America operations with one bank, resulting in less time spent on nego-

tiating, customer service, costs and implementation

l A single centralized dollar pool with separate account structures for 

each holding group, enabling Cargill to maximize the return on excess 

cash and investments 

l The separation of dollar flows from local political and economic 

instability so providing a natural hedging of Cargill’s Latin American 

operational risk

l A reduction in bank account fees and administration savings.

Implementation of the new structure in 2001 took three months.  Since 

then, Cargill has opened other accounts and implemented other serv-

ices with Bank of America in Latin America and due to the success of 

the new structure any new acquisition made by Cargill in Latin America 

is immediately integrated.

In Asia Pacific there are significant problems from locally restricted and 

unconvertible currencies, which create FX risk, and limitations on the 

movement of cash and capital.  AstraZeneca (AZ), one of the world’s 

leading pharmaceutical companies, active in 15 countries across the 

Asia-Pacific region, has implemented a cross-border, cross-currency no-

tional pool with HSBC to make the most of the cash held in the region. 

AZ’s objectives are to consolidate surplus cash into the central treasury 

functional currency account, achieve greater visibility of its global net 

position and achieve more robust management of net debt.  Prerequi-

sites are minimal intervention by local finance teams and for the solu-

tion to operate within the confines of local regulations.

Figure 7:  Cargill’s US dollar Structure for Latin America 

Source: Bank of America



In 2001 AZ introduced a cross-border, cross-currency virtual pool for the 

Asia-Pacific region with HSBC, which now covers nine countries and 10 

currencies, as shown in the Figure 8.

In this arrangement, companies hold in-country accounts with HSBC in 

their own names.  These local accounts participate in the virtual pool with 

the value of each balance contributing to the calculation of deposit con-

tributions and associated interest margins at a regional level without any 

movement of funds taking place.  In this way the benefits of the global 

relationship with HSBC are extended to AZ within the confines of local 

regulations.  Important advantages of this approach are that there is no 

disruption to local or regional operation of accounts and minimal manual 

intervention is required locally or centrally by either treasury or the new 

Asia-Pacific shared service centre now under implementation.

Since the original virtual pool was implemented, the liquidity structure 

has been extended to incorporate countries with developed regulatory 

environments on domestic and cross-border cash concentration, such 

as New Zealand and Australia, ensuring that liquidity management is 

maximized across the Asia Pacific region.

When cash has been concentrated in a region then excess cash needs to 

be invested.  Most of the banks participating in the survey provide auto-

mated sweeps to money market funds and other investments.

 A major multi-technology and media corporation, with offices through-

out the Americas, Europe and Asia and with an annual turnover of $6.1 

billion worldwide, needed an efficient way to diversify its large ($1 billion) 

offshore European cash balances to match the company’s investment 

policy guidelines, which required treasury to seek both competitive 

returns on balances as well as minimising investment risk.

Using J.P. Morgan’s Cash Trade Execution (CTE) product, the company 

sweeps predicted end-of-day cash balances from one or more operating 

cash accounts into a chosen portfolio of overnight and term time depos-

its.  To meet investment policy treasury only investing 10% excess cash 

balances with any one of J.P. Morgan’s regular panel of 40-plus (Moody’s/

Standard & Poor’s) minimum rated A1/P1 banks.

Each day J.P. Morgan automatically predicts balances and sweeps them to 

or from its dedicated trading desk for placement.  The company has daily 

access to its funds up to the sweep deadline of 17:00 GMT.

The company now invests a significant portion of its spare Euro-

pean cash balances via CTE and has been able to able to generate 

maximum returns with minimum administration overheads as J.P. 

Morgan manages all trade execution, confirmation, reconciliation, 

settlement and reporting activities. 

Global liquidity management solutions
Companies with global liquidity management solutions are using 

combinations of some of the most advanced liquidity manage-

ment techniques, such as multi-currency notional pools and with or 

against the sun sweeps, to bring their cash together.  An example 

of this use of state of the art liquidity management techniques is 

Marsh and McLennan Companies, Inc. (MMC). 

MMC operates in over 100 countries and in 2007 had a sales 

turnover of more than US$11bn.  In 2006 MMC began a global pro-

gramme to optimise their global liquidity working with Citi as their 

lead bank by replacing a myriad of non-US cash positions across 

multiple currencies, geographies and legal entities, and a mixture 

of debt positions around the world.  MMC‘s aim was to improve 

cash utilization, increase transparency, and enhance balance sheet 

management.

The introduction of their global multi-currency, cross-border pool 

at the end of 2007, as shown in Figure 9, consisted of 80 accounts in 

13 currencies across 60 legal entities and has now grown to around 

150 accounts across almost 100 entities.  It has eliminated some 

US$600m of offshore borrowings, reduced FX spread by eliminat-

ing the need for inter-company loans, increased cash visibility and 

working capital flexibility, and produced significant administration 

savings both in the local operations of the group and in the central 

corporate treasury department.  

In the new pool structure cash balances in local entities’ accounts 

with Citi and third-party banks are automatically swept, mainly on a 

closing balance basis, into a central notional pool but the funds re-

main in the entities’ names.  Sweeping can follow or be against the 

sun as required.  The pool account balances are off set notionally 

into a single net position and credit and debit interest rates closely 

replicating swaps through interest rate parity are applied.  The 

pooled funds can be utilized in any constituent currency without 

the necessity of FX swaps or derivatives.

Singapore

Indonesia

Korea, Republic Japan

HK SAR

Taiwan

Thailand

New Zealand

AustraliaEntity: AstraZeneca
Singapore Pte Ltd.
Currency: SGD, USD

Entity: PT AstraZeneca
Indonesia
Currency: IDR

Entity: AstraZeneca 
Korea Ltd.
Currency: KWD

Entity: AstraZeneca KK,
Japan
Currency: JPY

Entity: AstraZeneca
Hong Kong Ltd.
Currency: HKD

Entity: AstraZeneca
Thailand Ltd.
Currency: THB

Entity: AstraZeneca Ltd.
New Zealand
Currency: NZD

Entity: AstraZeneca
Taiwan Ltd.
Currency: TWD

Entity: AstraZeneca 
Pty Ltd.
Currency: AUD

Figure 8:  AstraZeneca cross-border, cross-currency notional pool account structure and flows
Source: HSBC
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Focusing on the essentials
J.P. Morgan’s liquidity management solutions give clients the freedom to focus on running their 
business while J.P. Morgan focuses on delivering concentration and liquidity investment activities

Treasurers and CFOs are busy people, tasked with a growing range 

of functions and pressured to deliver value amidst rapid regulatory, 

legislative and environmental change. Moreover, the dramatic changes 

in the financial and economic environment during the last year have re-

quired treasurers and CFOs to make complex judgements in turbulent 

market conditions.

“J.P. Morgan’s approach to this conundrum is to ask clients to think about 

liquidity management in a much broader sense and evaluate how a 

partner can help,” explains Tristan Attenborough, managing director and 

regional executive for treasury, liquidity and investment products at J.P. 

Morgan in London. “It’s not just about the basics of liquidity manage-

ment (e.g.  zero balancing accounts, improving yield) but about how 

liquidity management supports the strategic growth of an organization 

– be it a corporate, a bank, an asset manager or a hedge fund.”

J.P. Morgan’s Total Liquidity Management approach offers a practical and 

actionable approach to the increasingly complex challenge faced by treas-

urers and CFOs.  Through a consultative review, an end-to-end analysis and 

a range of liquidity concentration and investment solutions J.P. Morgan 

can free up time (and resources) for CFOs to think about their strategic 

goals – in short, it allows them to get on with running their business.

Back to basics
The turbulence in financial markets has inevitably focused minds on 

what liquidity management should aim to achieve. “It has brought 

everyone back to basics and reminded people that their liquidity 

management strategy should be able to transcend market conditions,” 

says Attenborough. “It’s too important to a company’s well-being for its 

liquidity management strategy to be reconsidered when the business 

environment actually changes.  Worst still, recent market events have 

reminded us of the real potential for loss and we continue to see cau-

tion and ‘flight to quality’ in our client’s behaviour.”

Looking forward the industry change agenda remains substantial. SEPA, 

the Payment Services Directive, Basel II and increased focus on liquidity 

ratios and stress testing will all require significant changes in treasury 

strategy. “For corporates or financial companies it is vital that focus be 

given to these changes.  Not only can J.P. Morgan help with this but 

our partnership can help support ‘lower-value’ activities, such as daily 

balance visibility,  rolling time deposits, managing counterparty risk and 

cross-currency cash concentration  activities” says Attenborough. “In 

absorbing some of these tasks – and the associated operating risk – we 

allow treasurers to focus on ‘higher-value’ and more diverse activities like 

cross-border expansion, decisions over centralization, improving treasury 

technology and the wider risk management strategy.”

With such a partnership in place, when market conditions or the regula-

tory environment change, the corporate can easily access advice and 

more readily effect change. “Many of our solutions do not just offer a 

service but also provide parameter driven controls allowing a client 

access to the benefits without feeling they ceded control.  For example, 

we can automatically control a client’s counterparty and diversification 

limits in their time deposits investment book. If the client decides to  

shift concentrations or add a new counterparty it is a lot quicker for us 

to make that change than for the client to negotiate new arrangements 

itself,” says Attenborough.

Leveraging knowledge across segments
J.P. Morgan has a dedicated global liquidity management practice 

with teams of local specialists in EMEA, the US, Latin America and Asia 

Pacific to design and implement liquidity solutions in partnership 

with its clients. “Our Total Liquidity Management approach uses close 

collaboration to create tailor-made solutions,” says Attenborough. 

“By having dedicated specialists we have developed a huge depth 

of expertise and can focus on offering market-leading, high quality 

services that match a client’s business needs.” 

Unusually, J.P. Morgan’s global liquidity management practice services 

clients from over 10 major global segments including multi-national 

and regional corporations, mid-capitalization companies, governments, 

sovereign wealth funds, central banks, asset managers and hedge 

funds. “Our central message is the same to all clients – we will worry on 

a day-to-day basis about where your money goes and how to get the 

right return with the right risk, to allow you to focus on running your 

core business” says Attenborough.

J.P. Morgan’s cross-segment approach appears to be successful as the 

global liquidity book has grown to over $500 billion in client liquidity.  

This continues to yield J.P. Morgan a broad vista of client and industry 

liquidity management expertise. “We can share and transfer technology 

and experience between corporates and asset managers, where asset 

managers can reduce the fragmentation and administrative burden of 

daily cash management and even improve overall portfolio returns” he 
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says. Likewise, J.P. Morgan utilize practices in the derivatives and securities 

lending collateral world to help corporates evolve their cash investment 

strategy. “Our overriding goal is to find solutions that maximize the value 

of cash as a strategic asset for our clients,” says Attenborough.

Why integration matters
To achieve the benefits of J.P. Morgan’s cross-segment approach creating 

broad integration between operations is essential. “Integration is an 

overused word but is critical to success. As business expands and the 

world events impact markets any breaks in services or hand-offs between 

providers can become stressed leaving our clients prone to risk of loss,” 

explains Attenborough.

J.P. Morgan considers integration in three ways – geographic, capital 

and product.  Geographic integration considers the requirements of a 

client at local, regional and global levels. So local in-country services, 

such as physical banking and payables and receivables need to be able 

to work effectively with regional cross-border liquidity management 

structures, such as payments factories, transactional foreign exchange 

and working capital credit arrangements. In turn, these regional ar-

rangements need to dovetail into a cross-regional or global liquidity 

management system. Such a system is likely to reflect more strategic 

considerations, such as foreign exchange hedging strategies, funding 

and capital raising and liquidity and investment risk policy. “Local, 

regional and global systems are all vital to support the company’s stra-

tegic agenda and enterprise-wide risk management policy.  J.P. Morgan 

can provide this geographic integration through our global liquidity 

management practice” says Attenborough.

The second way J.P. Morgan considers integration relates to invest-

ment and working capital. “At each level – local, regional and global 

– the priorities and concerns related to capital are quite different,” says 

Attenborough. At local levels the critical issue may be funding cash 

conversion lags, while at the regional level working capital or invest-

ment funding are important alongside exposures to bank counterpar-

ties or foreign exchange.

At the global or systemic level, capital markets funding for expan-

sion or acquisition, FX exposure limits or hedging strategies, risk 

management and the management of investment capital might be a 

corporate’s main priorities. “At each level of this system, capital needs 

to be integrated and the higher up the structure, the more strategic 

the objectives for that capital become.  This can be simplified with a 

global partner with a balance sheet to support client’s intraday and 

longer-term credit needs,” says Attenborough. 

Finally there is product integration.  The bank’s Integrated Liquidity Flow 

model analyses the sources of cash in a business and then integrates 

physical and notional cash concentration with market-leading invest-

ment options, including the J.P. Morgan Asset Management Money 

Market Mutual funds and the proprietary Cash Trade Execution platform. 

These solutions are then founded around the capital strength of J.P. 

Morgan’s balance sheet and wrapped with reporting through J.P. Morgan 

Access and J.P. Morgan VIEWS. 

The Integrated Liquidity Flow model is aligned with high and low value 

payments products, trade, foreign exchange, securities services and col-

lateral management capabilities. “The point of integration is that it recog-

nizes that liquidity management is an enabler of a wider business, not an 

end in itself,” notes Attenborough. “Product integration, therefore, provides 

the rails on which the Total Liquidity Management solution runs.”

Enabling Total Liquidity Management
The goal of Total Liquidity Management is to drive a client’s overall return. 

“A client may or may not be zero balancing its local accounts or may be a 

few basis points out in a particular region,” explains Attenborough. “But 

when the package is considered as a whole, the total value of partnering 

with J.P. Morgan – including support of operational risk and increased 

adaptability to change – is substantial.”

Total Liquidity Management also supports transparency of information 

and provides an excellent basis for risk management: operating risk is 

reduced by J.P. Morgan delivering non-core activities and counterparty 

credit, foreign exchange, liquidity and timing risk can be better managed 

because of the enhanced visibility offered through the bank’s liquidity 

management solutions.

As a global partner with a dedicated team in every region, J.P. Morgan is 

able to engineer and deliver sustainable worldwide liquidity solutions. 

“Historically, cash management solutions have aspired to heady objec-

tives like optimizing working capital,” says Attenborough. “These solu-

tions have often focused on layer-cake concentration structures and the 

resulting interest yield. However, as recent times have shown, the factors 

that make such a solution optimal today will have changed tomorrow.”

Total Liquidity Management uses a highly consultative approach to 

identify and implement the most appropriate solution for clients so that 

the importance of liquidity risk, yield and convenience can be consist-

ently rebalanced alongside clients’ wider funding, risk management 

and operational requirements. “We aim to enable each client to achieve 

their strategic growth plans and maximize total returns through a more 

sustainable liquidity management strategy - even in changing times,” 

says Attenborough.

For further information on Treasury, Liquidity and 
Investment Products please contact: 

Tristan Attenborough
Managing Director, 
Tel : 020 7777 5091 
tristan.attenborough@jpmchase.com, or 

Gerry Dorkin 
Executive Director, 
Tel: 020 7325 1673, 
gerald.m.dorkin@J.P. Morgan.com
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Tristan Attenborough, managing director and regional 
executive for Treasury, Liquidity and Investment Products,  
J.P. Morgan, London



The pool is highly automated to minimise corporate treasury 

administration, for example MMC can view balances in the pool as 

well as source accounts in-country on a real-time basis so they can 

estimate the balances that will be swept (intra-day) later that day 

into the pool. Interest can be flexibly re-allocated to pool partici-

pants to cater for the differences between entities in the group.

The liquidity management structure was implemented on a country-

by-country basis and because of the overlap between MMC and Citi’s 

global footprint mainly involved interfacing with Citi’s own branches 

rather than external banks.  Existing EUR/USD/GBP single currency 

pools were realigned into new multi-currency pools, and new curren-

cies were subsequently added.  The pool includes exotic currencies 

such as MXN and PLN to meet MMC’s global liquidity requirements.

The financial and control associated benefits of the pool have ex-

ceeded MMC’s original expectations and will further grow as MMC, 

working together with Citi and their operating units world-wide, 

continue to expand participation to other countries and currencies.

The future of liquidity management 
Liquidity management is and will continue to develop, for example 

the liquidity management structure Standard Chartered Bank is 

currently implementing for a Chinese construction company, a hy-

brid employing several different liquidity management techniques 

to provide a fully automated liquidity management solution cover-

ing 14 countries in two of the most difficult regions of the world, 

Asia-Pacific and the Middle East and Africa, as shown in Figure 10.

The future of liquidity management is inexorably moving from na-

tional to regional and, in some cases, global multi-currency pooling 

infrastructures.  Many companies are also centralising transaction 

processing, which will, in all probability, lead to even more consoli-

dation of the cash and liquidity management business.

Multi currency notional pool

Citibank

London

Accounts

Domestic

Incountry

Accounts

Company finance

Pool header

USD

Automated sweep

Hong Kong

Periodic 

repatriation

Cross border cross currency notional pool

FX (where applicable)

Group 1 jurisdictions:

Singapore, Hong Kong, 

UAE, Macau, Nigeria

Group 2 jurisdictions:

Malaysia, Thailand

Group 3 jurisdictions:

Philippines, India, Sri Lanka,

Pakistan, Indonesia, Qatar

Figure 9:  MMC multi-currency, cross-border pool structure and cash flows

Figure 10:  Hybrid liquidity management structure for Asia-Pacific and Middle East & Africa

Source: Citi

Source: Standard Chartered Bank
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